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BECALMED IN MURKY WATERS: MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS IN SOCIOLOGY
Donal E. Muir, University of Alabama

I NTRODUCT ION. Basic measurement
problems continue to plague socio
logists. This condition came large
ly by historical accident, when
social reformers captured the in
fant field. These professionals pre
sented themselves as scientists,
but restricted their research ef
forts a I most exc I us i vel y to d i scri p
tive surveys, relying on nominal
and ordi nal level measurement of
culturally defi ned and reified soc
ial categories. Though such meas
urement produced data and permit
ted tests of hypotheses, fi ndi ngs
tended to be historical rather
than theoretical. This did little
to strengthen measurement, and
eventually sociologists succumbed
to "classical test theory,", a set
of measurement defi nitions and
notions which, while invalid, en
abled researchers to mislead all
concerned about the validity of
their findings. I will recommend
three actions: 1) to adopt the
general science measurement mod
el; 2)· encourage a reductionist
general systems approach to socio
logical concepts; 3) encourage sel
ective recruitment of sociologists
with stronger mathematical and
scientific backgrounds.

Comte, a great admirer of New
tonian mechanics, coined the term
sociology "to designate social phy
sics (Comte 1830 42)." But in the
United States, sociology was domin
ated by social reformers who adop
ted a scientific "front" on Iy after
World War I as a strategem for
achieving academic recognition
(Dynes 1974 173). Many measure
ment problems were consequently
either ignored or so transmogri
fied that modern researchers may
not realize that the original meas
urement problem remains unsolved.

MEASUREMENT Measurement is
merely a means of stori ng inform
ation about empirical attributes,
just as a chi Id' s height can be
"mapped" to the wall of a house
by placing a penci I mark where
his head reaches. Such measures

can be retrieved later, as when
the child is shown how much he
has grown. When the "measure
ment problem" has been solved,
there is 1) a measurement oper
ation M which can map any given
empirical attribute, e. to another

J
empirical attribute, n. for stor-

J
age, and 2) an inverse operation,

M-
1

wh i ch can map the stored
representation or measurement
back to the original attribute
without loss of information (McGin
nis 1965 276; Muir 1972 47). Such
operations can be represented
mathematically as functions which
estab Ii sh a one-to-one correspon
dence between empirical attributes
and measurements:

n. = M(e.); e. = M-
1
(n.)

J J J J

LEVELS OF MEASUREMENT
Most sociologists recognize S.S.

Stevens' typology for levels of
measurement (1946).1) If map
ping is merely to categories and
back, the scale level is nominal;
2) if ranked categories, the scale
is ordinal; 3) if to evenly spaced
ranked categories, the scale is
i nterva I; . 4) if to even I y spaced
ranked categories with a non-arbi
trary zero ca tegory, the sca lei s
ratio. The test of scale level is
tofi nd what transformations of
the scale points can be made,
because the category names of
nominal, ordinal, interval, and
ratio scales are replaceable with
those produced by any one-to-one,
monotonic, I i near, or proportional
ity transformation, in that order
(Coleman 1964 65; McGinnis 1965
278-287).

Such tests assume tha t the i n
strument being evaluated is meas
uring an empirical attribute that
is expi i cit I y t heoret i ca I lyreI a ted
to the same or more usua II y a
different empirical attribute meas-
ured by a second, instrument
whose scal e type has a I ready
been established. The evaluation
of the scale level of an instru-
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ment rests on whether the given
transformations interfere with the
t h eory 's a b iii t Y to a ccou n t for the
measurements made by the estab
lished instrument. This approach
clearly assumes the existence of
an instrument with a known scale
level, preferably ratio.

The classic analysis of logic
and operations required to estab
I ish such pri mary instruments was
made by Campbell (1928). He ill us
trated with a two-pan balance,
and noted how the user could as
certa in wh ich of an arb i trary set
of masses, such as pebb Ies, were
heavier or equal in mass to
others in the comparison operation
and then cou Id cal ibrate the scale
by defi n i ng the un i t of mass as
equa I to one of a set of equa I
stones, us i ng two to defi ne two
units in the combination opera
tion. Since an absence of pebbles

"'W"OUI d non-arb i trari I y represent
zero mass, the user of the sca I e
could conclude that the balance
and calibrated stones constituted
an instrument of ratio level. Such
primary instruments could then be
used to evaluate the scale level
of other i nstrumen ts measuri ng
theoretically related empirical at
tributes. Since Newtonian mechan
ics relates all of its theoretical
concepts such as velocity, acceler
ation, force, and density to mass,
length, & fime, primary standard
instruments are required only for
!!!~, length, and time.

DISCUSSION. Campbell's exercise
with the balance appears simple
enough. Why are not comparab Ie
instruments commonplace in socio
logical research? The early cap
ture of sociology by reformers pro
vides a reasonable thesis. Nomin
al or ordinal typologies like rich
poor, male-female, and black
white, provided an easy vehicle
to communicate the need for re
form to the public, and the result
ing numbers and associated statis
tical techniques served to rein
force an image of sociology as a
"science actively engaged in re
search." The era since World War

I can be summari zed as the per
iod in which sociology survived
as a profession largely by conduc
ti ng descri pt i ve surveys and gath
ering case histories of interest to
pol i tici ans, merchants, and the
public, but lacking in scientific
interest. This thesis could also
account for the continuing emphas
is on age, sex, ethnicity, educa
tion, occupation, income, and poli
tical and religious affiliation
even when these variables have
no direct theoretical connection
with the dependent variables un
der study (Blalock 1977 6). Given
the i nerti a of soci a I systems,
such reports were perhaps usefu I
for short term p Iann i ng. But they
did little to encourage the devel
opment of a robust measurement
methodology.

I n practice, the opposite occur
red. SociDlogists increasingly en
dorsed the invalid notions of
tIc Iassical test theory" wh ich had
originated in psychology (Muir
1977a). This approach to measure
ment produced a clear break with
the established measurement prac
tices of the natural sciences. It
a I so produced such a j umb Ie of
basic measurement concepts that
today it is often very difficult to
exchange even simple measurement
ideas among sociologists.

• The frai I ty of sociological meas
urement has fostered many individ
ual careers. LaPiere (1969) stated
the case: "A concerted re-examin
ation of the whole question of the
validity of the research methods
tha t have brough t soc i 0 logy to its
present affluence might well bring
discredit to a large" part of the
socio log ical fi nd i ngs tha t three de
cades of prodigious labor have
produced, . and in the process, un
dermine the confidence of the gen
eral publ ic, the various found
ations, and the Federal Govern
ment in the fruit"fulness of socio
logy and indeed, of all the social
sciences."

Perhaps there never was much
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confidence in sociology. I ts non
threatening reputation as a "soft
science" made it ideal for spon
sored surveys which could be
used a t the moment to pacify i n
terest groups that "something is
bei ng done", to bolster prior deci
sions, or cheaply gather opinion
or demographic data. It is not
able that problem-oriented surveys
continue as a principal source of
funding and opportunity for publi
cation in our contemporary "non
consensual science", giving little
impetus for care and concern for
measu remen t •

FIRST RECOMMENDATION
To strengthen sociological meas

urement, we must adopt a valid
measurement model. Such a model
has long been available in the
form of t he genera I sc i ence measu
rement model. Suppose we want to
evalut~te instrument M which on
its i application to a value, e.
of an empirical variable, pro1
duces the measu remen tn .. :

I J
n .. = M(e.).

I J J I

To evaluate, we compare the per
formance of this instrument with
tha t of a standard instrument
which, by consensus, defi nes the
parameter value of the empirical

variable: P. = M (e.).
J s J

The general science model merely
states that any measurement pro
duced by the i nstrumen t bei ng
eval uated wi II equal the paramet
er value plus an error:

n.. = P. + error ..
I J J I J

As simple as it appears, this
model is a firm basis for the
rigorous definition of fundamental
measurement concepts. These defi-
nitions relate to point-by-point
evaluations of instruments (for
over-scale indices, see Muir
1979). The term "E" represents the
"expected value", e.g., the arith
meti c mean. A II necessary ca Ii bra
tion procedures are completed be
fore making measurements.
Precision (reliability) the de
gree to which the variability of
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the theoretical universe of measur
ements approaches zero. If an in
strument is perfectly precis'e (reli
able), each measurement is equal
to the expected va I ue of the theor
etical distribution: n .. = E(n .. )

I J I J

Validity the degree to whi'ch
the expected value of the theoreti
cal universe of measurements ap
proaches the parameter va I ue. If
an instrument is perfectly valid,
the expected va I ue of measure
ments is equal to the parameter
value: E(n .. ) = P.

I J J

Accuracy the degree to which
the variability and expected val
ue of the th-eoretical universe of
measurements approach zero and
the parameter value respectively.
If an instrument is perfectly ac-
curate, each measurement 'is equal
to the parameter va I ue: n .. = P .•

I J J
Since these definitions and the

basic general science measurement
model requi re standard i nstru
ments, it follows that a strength
ening of sociological measurement
forces us to develop such instru
ments. This task, from which the
puffery of "c Iass i ca I test theory"
has too long di verted us, must
have highest priori ty. Th i s under
taking will not be easy or popu
lar, given the present confusion
concerning measurement in soci
ology. Even these three concepts
of precision, validity, and accur
acy are widely confounded-nMUTr
1977b) •

SECOND RECOMMENDATION
Because our measurement diffi

cui tie s go wit h a I a c k of effec t i ve
theory, we should discard the
mysticism concerning social sys
tems. More powerful predictive
analogs of social systems can be
created by viewing them as infor
ma ti on processors, ra ther than as
unique entities which possess
"free will". Increasing scientific
convergence appears in the works
of researchers in diverse fields
(von Neumann 1958; Homans 1964;
Wiener 1965; Skinner 1971; Wilson
1975 and Miller 1978). After we
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develop a rigorous theoretical
foundation to describe the compon
ents for social systems, from ants
to humans, we must attempt to
model their interactions. Sociolo
gists can profit from general sys
tems theory and specific theories
on information processors, such as
information theory.

THIRD RECOMMENDATION
We cou Id assure the more gen

eral participation of sociologists
in these major scientific develop-
ments by recogn i zing tha tour
measurement theory difficulties
stem from measurement complexity,
and not from the sui generis char
acter" of our subject. Why not se
lecti vely recruit future sociolo
gists for their mathematical abili
ty, scientffic interest, and intel
lectual curiosity? This would re
quire reshuffling of professional
priorities. I t is encouraging to
note that the American Sociologi
cal Association has taken tenta
tive steps toward accreditation
and certification (Footnotes April
1979 1).
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ERRATUM:
I n Vol ume 7, No 2, November
1979, in the Tab Ie of Contents the
author I isting for ''''Sociology &
Social Work: Marriage or Di-
vorce?" should be:
Richard Enos •


